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Arnalaya Beach House is a masterpiece of contemporary beachside design set in
tropical gardens with a private tennis court, gym and spa that entwine to create
the ultimate destination for surfside living.

Architectural genius Sonny Chan collaborated with interior design guru Albano
Daminato to fashion a five-bedroom residence with a stand-alone gym and spa
plus a game changing entertainment bale overlooking the Indian Ocean. This is
a serious party zone with it's own kitchen, coal barbecue and seating for more
than a dozen people. With the ocean just metres away and a shimmering
20-metre salt-water pool by its side, this open pavilion is the last word in
outdoor dining and your private chef is ever on hand to produce the ultimate
gourmet feasts. Despite strong temptation to stay put, those exploring beyond
this heavenly retreat will soon discover themselves to be only a gentle walk
away from an exciting collection of funky cafes and eateries in Bali's most up
and coming district of Canggu.
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In the main house bedrooms have gorgeous sculptural terrazzo walls and clean
lines that contrast with stylish canopied beds and sitting areas. Timber walls are
closets keeping the minimal tone sharp. Two bedrooms have mesmerising
ocean views from their freestanding baths set before huge bay windows.

Families and sports fiends will adore the private tennis court with its ball
launcher and huge racket selection, pool, gym, spa and perfectly placed yoga
platforms to catch the sunrise and watch over the daily Hindu rituals at a
nearby fisherman's temple. The entertainment room, meanwhile, is fully loaded
and ready to roar with Apple TV, board games, music, arts gear and books
galore.

With 35-metres of ocean frontage, a team of 16 dedicated staff and an
abundance of space, Arnalaya Beach House is a retreat that sings a siren song of
a fantasy family holiday, a dream wedding and party venue, or a perfect surfside
get away for a group of savvy travellers.
www.arnalayabeachhouse.com
Elite Havens Luxury Villa Rentals
elite havens luxury villa rentals was established in 1998 and features a hand
selected and personally inspected portfolio of more than 170 luxurious
properties in Bali, Lombok, Phuket and Sri Lanka. The principles of
consistency, personalised customer service, attention to detail and a secure
booking process continue to add to their success.
www.elitehavens.com
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